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» Transport Minister Anthony Loke Siew Fook shows the “cALLme” app on a tablet

during the launch of the e-hailing app that took place at KLIA. Also present, ANGKASA
President Dato’ Abdul Fattah Abdullah (third from left).

Co-op Assist Taxi Operators
to Involve in e-hailing via
cALLme App
How many of co-operatives around the world are able to say that they have
invented a mobile application or have something to do with the invention of any
mobile apps?
You can’t deny that almost everything can be done through
apps. It is a commong phrase to hear people say, “there’s an
app for that.”

It’s fair to say having a mobile app for the
convenient of consumers creates an additional value
to your business.

According to a leading provider of market and consumer
data, Statista, a total of 178.1 billion mobile apps were
downloaded in 2017. This number is expected to rise to 258.2
mobile apps by 2022.

On December 15th, 2018, the Malaysian National
Co-operative Movement (ANGKASA) together with
the Malaysian Taxi Drivers, Limousine & Car Rental
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Revolutionize your business through
Co-op Point of Sale (CPOS)

Operators Association and Airport Limo Malaysia
have launched “cALLme”, an e-hailing app that’s
exclusively for booking taxis at airport.
The “cALLme” app will assist taxi operators
around the country that include those in cooperatives to involve in the e-hailing business, and
consequently assisting them to face competition
from large capitalized international companies
and other upcoming e-hailing players.
The Malaysian Minister of Transport,
Anthony Loke Siew Fook said taxi drivers must
look at consumers moving toward modern
technology as a reality that need to be accepted
with an open mind. He also added that it is
time for taxi drivers to evolve from the
traditional business practice.

» Loke pastes the “cALLme” app sticker on
the mirror of a limousine.

ANGKASA is following the footstep
of co-ops in other countries where
they are the taxi mobile application
providers; Associated Toronto Taxi-Cab
Co-operative Limited from Toronto,
Canada which created Taxi.club app,
Auckland Co-op Taxi Society Limited
from Auckland, New Zealand (Auckland
Co-op Taxis App) and a London black cab cooperative, which founded Taxiapp UK.
For starters, the “cALLme” app will be used by taxi
drivers at Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA) before

being expanded to other taxi drivers around
Klang Valley.
Considering the e-hailing industry of
the country is being dominated by ridehailing company Grab, ANGKASA realizes
the challenges its facing, but believes
the “cALLme” app encourages and
promotes healthy competition among
other e-hailing providers, according
to ANGKASA President cum ASEAN Cooperative Organization President, Dato’
Abdul Fattah Abdullah.
The cALLme App can now be downloaded for free via
App Store or Google Play.

A layman term
for point of
sale (POS) is
a place where
purchases
happen. A POS
may take place
via payment
terminal or
at a cashier’s
kiosk.
Someone
who is in the
commercial
business may
face with
the decision
to choose
between a
traditional POS
and a cloudbased POS
» Some of the outlets that are using CPOS.
A traditional POS is when data being kept on local
servers and run on a closed internal network. A photo of
yourself kept on the desktop of your laptop, which means
the photo cannot be accessed from anywhere else but
your laptop is a simple anology of a traditional POS.
Whereas a cloud-based POS, which is data being
stored on remote servers, allows the data to be shared
with others and accessed from anywhere via online (with
the presence of internet).
National Post Co-operative or better know as
KOPONAS encourages co-operatives in Malaysia,
especially those that involve in hospitality, retail and
consumer service businesess to embrace cloud-based
POS.

» Dashboard that shows Stock Overview Chart including

monthly sales with product tax and order tax, purchases and
current stock value by cost and price.
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In February 2018, KOPONAS introduced Co-operative
Point of Sale (CPOS) that is cloud based as a new effort
to assist entrepreneurs and business owners including
co-op members all over the country to revolutionize the
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CPOS will also provide
business owners simple cashier
screen with efficient workflow
process, enabling them to track
stock levels in real time, and
consequently facilitate them to
make quick decisions on stock and
capital management.
As of now, there are more
than 20 outlets using CPOS. As
for the future, one of KOPONAS’s
targets is to expand the use of
CPOS to more than 2,400 school
co-operatives around the country.
The co-operative is offering
two economical pricing packages;
USD242 per year for one outlet
and USD367 per year for more
than one outlet.
Any business owner who
wishes to use CPOS will enjoy free
support service for seven days a
week and unlimited assistance
via e-mail. Interested business
owners can visit the co-operative’s
website, www.koponas.coop or
write an e-mail to biz@koponas.
coop to know more about CPOS.

» The login page of CPOS.

» Summary of profit and loss.

» Invoice.
way they run their businesses. The
fact that every business’ needs is
different, yet all business owners
want a POS system that possesses
the same features; fast, convenient
and easily accessible in order to
keep up with the likes and dislikes of
consumers, shows cloud-based POS
might be the way to go.
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KOPONAS ensures CPOS
boasts advantages like 33 real
time data access, reduced risk
of data loss, cheaper cost and
automatic update which means
on-site vists to update the
system is no longer required.

» Receipt.
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» Co-op Malaysia Update’s reporter interviews Abd Jabar at his office.

Exclusive interview with Mr. Mohd Azham Abd Jabar,
Chairman of National Post Co-operative (KOPONAS)

CO-OPS MUST
EMBRACE DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
1. Can you explain to us briefly about the
functions of Co-operative Point of Sale (CPOS)
developed by KOPONAS?
CPOS is a cloud-based POS that enables data
access at anytime and anywhere. CPOS users do
not have to rely on cashier’s machine to retrieve
their business data, instead the information
can be accessed through various other devices
in real time. Among the key functions of CPOS
are product & inventory managements, stock
purchases & supplier management, discount &
reward points managements and preparation
of quotations and invoices. CPOS also has an
advantage which is business owners can set
different sales prices for the same Stock Keeping
Unit (SKU) if they want to provide different rates
for co-operative members and walk-in customers.
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» Abd Jabar holds
a pamphlet of
CPOS.
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2. Based on the addition of the word
“Co-operative”, is CPOS only exclusive to the
co-operatives?
Not really. The use of the word “co-operative”
is part of a branding strategy for promoting cooperative products to co-operative market and
non-cooperative market. CPOS is ideal for most
retail businesses such as beauty centers, vehicle
workshops, bookstores, café and pet shops. Even
with the addition of the word “co-operative”, CPOS
is able to compete in the market with various other
brands of POS system.
3. CPOS is seen as a facilitator in conventional
trading. What distinguishes it from other POS
systems?
CPOS can be adapted to most retail businesses.
Compared to conventional business practices, all
business information and transactions are recorded
manually and it is difficult for owners to make
references and know their business performance.
CPOS solves all these conventional problems with
the help of cloud functionality in line with today’s
digital development. CPOS also assist business
owners to analyze sales data and plan sales
strategies.
4. How can CPOS help to increase and expand
business governance?
By using the CPOS system, business owners are
visible to their business transactions at all times.
As every transaction detail and business data are
available at any time, this would allow business
owners to carry out business progress analysis at
their fingertip. In addition to sales reports, they can
also quickly track inventory levels to enable them
to make business decisions quickly and accurately.
CPOS also has the feature of recording the cost of
buying and selling that allows them to know about
business profitability.
5. In general, what is your opinion on the
development and performance of the digital
economy in the governance of the country’s
Co-operative Sector?
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In line with the rapid development of technology,
especially in terms of Internet of Things (IoT), it is
time for co-operatives in the country to increase
digital take-up. Digital usage is not only necessary
in co-operative management practices, but can also
be applied in the delivery of services or products
to users. It can also be applied in service delivery
to members of the co-operative itself. For example,
co-operatives are encouraged to have a membership
system and use mobile applications as mediators
between co-operatives and members. This practice
can save time, cut operating costs and improve
delivery efficiency. KOPONAS is ready to assist any
co-operative who wishes to upgrade its services
with digital usage either through web or mobile
applications.
6. What are the expectations that you personally
want to achieve or see in relation to the
achievements gained in this industry, especially
towards the CPOS development program?
The digital revolution is unstoppable. If cooperatives want to remain competitive in the
market, they must adapt the use of technology
and digital in the co-operative administration when
delivering their product or service to consumers.
By transitioning from traditional POS to cloudbased POS, it shows they are embracing digital
transformation.

